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Port Ref No 
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1.! 

Operational Instructions Use of Force 

Use of Force-DCF 2 
DC RULE 41 

?//771

Date Use of Force used 

Log Number  I  i_i- /I 

Handcuffs used I Y7:71 No 

Time Handcuffs Applied. ./.:2 

Time Handcuff Removed  / -) „--;)) 

Camera Used Yes No 

If Yes Seal No 

Time Use of Force commenced  Time Use of Force completed 

Search Conducted on Arrival to Unit by 

)1:33 

Time DCM Name Name of Person Contacted

Duty Director Informed I) 2 -X (F:54 ,2', 6i* 1-4Z4424-41‘ 

Duty UKBA Informed 2_6--- '---,)--, /2. ..... 
.

7 (c2(foe' 
Duty IMB Informed nz---ch'...-; - , -.;„/ j__, ,,7 Z— G(p....c.7.46„/. 

/ 7 0e, -L9--,1 Healthcare Informed I -2 /-4-`7- ( ) .--2 4,-

Reason for Use of Force 

Location re-located too 

Type of Relocation 

Planned or Unplanned 

Is Detainee on a ACDT / RASP 

Has Healthcare seen the Detai 

Has Room Clearance been Co 

;nom

:Compliant- Side Full Prone Handed to Escorts 

of Force? 

Planned ,Unplaned 

? 

nee after Use 

mpleted? 

Y\es) No 
\ 

Qes) No 

Yes I  ) 
No 

New Location of Detainee Property 
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f.," ' Used VetiO 
Defensive Options 

antigaigIN a 
Guiding Hold 

sr !fig. 4 
Figure Four Arm Hold 

Push Isolating the Arm Head Support x 
Knee Strike Arm Hold/Lock Mandibular Angle 
Kick Wrist Flexion/Lock Detainee — Prone 
Punch Thumb Flexion/Lock Detainee — Supine 
Handcuff Officer Inverted Wrist Hold Detainee — Seated 

Restraint Recovery 
Were any additional restraints used? NO Who authorised their use? 

Hand Cuffs Yes 
Baton NO 

Please provide as much detail as possible below, including: 
Before the incident (i.e. what led to the incident, any de-escalation techniques used), 
during the incident (i.e. what types of force were employed and why), and after the incident 
(I.e. where the detainee(s) were relocated to and any injuries sustained). 

I detainee Custody Officer (DCO) Mohammad Sheharyar Shaukat was on duty on the 
04/05/2017 on a Thirteen hour Shift working at Brook House Immigration removal 
centre (IRC) where I have been working for approximately 4 months and am 
currently in ticket for my Control and Restraint. I as well as Ryan Bromley, were 
advised by Detainee custody manager (DCM) Mr Steve Dix and (DCM) Michael 
Yates to wait outside room (number) MR [ D1527 was present, following the incident 
of MR D1527 jumping on ,to_.tha_nettinV.- Ht-7 Pproximately 17:20 hours Mr Dix 
entered the room where Mr D1527 ; was present and advised Mr-F.61527 to walk to 
the E Wing following his aggressive behaviour. At Approximately 17:23 I DCO 
Shaukat and DCO Bromley entered the room, due to the loud aggressive tone Mr 
D15271 was using towards DCM Dix. DCM Mr Steve Dix asked Mr 1 D1527 for his 
cooperation on more than one occasion. Mr ipi5?7_lwas not willing to cooperate he 
then stood up from the bed he was sitting on in an aggressive manor with both fists 
closed and tried to reach for his right pocket while trying to swallow his phone which 
then fell off. 

I Mohammad Sheharyar Shaukat then took control of Mr D15271head inside the room. 
Officer two and three then took control of Mr; iiiiiirlidtif-and left arm, as soon as 
they had locks on. Mit D1527 ;was then handcuffed by Steve Dix. Mr D1527 .then 
showed signs of cooperation and was then stood up to be walked to the E Wing. As 
a team we then walked Mr! _.D1527  down the hallway onto the staircase. 

As we were making our way down the staircase, I took the role of the support officer 
assisting my two colleagues and Mr D1527 as they came down the 
stairs. This consisted of me being at the front holding the staircase railings and 
leading them down the staircase telling them to take steps in a slow and precise 
manner. Mr !_D1527 ;was then walked onto the E Wing and into Room 8 where he 
had a full search carried on him by DCM Dix at Approximately 17:40 hours. Mr o,
[D1527}Nas given a towel to protect his dignity. 

I sustained no Injuries. This Concludes my Report. I believe the force used on Mr: D1527 
was reasonable, proportionate and necessary based on the situation. 
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Local 
Reference No. 

ESTABLISHMENT Brook House IRC 

DATE 26/04/2017 

DETAINEE :1 D1527 

CID NUMBER : 10549090 

OFFICER RYAN BROMLEY 

GRADE: DCO 

The use of force must only be used when it is: 

Reasonable in the circumstance 
An absolute necessity 
No more force than necessary 
Proportionate to the seriousness of the situation 

Your statement must set out what happened; give details of your part in the use of force, 
Any restraints/locks you applied and how the incident was finally resolved. It must give 
details of who authorised the use of force, as well as attempts made to de-escalate 
Throughout the incident. 

Your statement must be completed independently of other staff involved in the incident. 

If C&R or MMPR was used, please tick your primary role: 
Supervising Officer 
Head / Number 
Right arm 
Left arm X 
Leg Officer 

Have you been C&R basic refreshed in the last 12 months? 
Yes X No ❑ 

Have you been attended an MMPR refresher in the last 6 
Yes ❑ No X 

The Type of Force Used: 

Were Personal 
Safety Techniques 

Used? 

Were C&R!+-
Techniques Used? X 
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Defensive Options a Guiding Hold X Figure Four Arm Hold 
Push a Isolating the Arm X Head Support o 
Knee Strike a Arm Hold/Lock X Mandibular Angle o 
Kick a Wrist Flexion/Lock Detainee - Prone o 
Punch a Thumb Flexion/Lock Detainee - Supine a 

Inverted Wrist Hold Detainee - Seated o 
Restraint Recovery o 

Were any additional restraints used? Who authorised their use? 

Hand Cuffs YES 
Baton NO 

Please provide as much detail as possible below, including: 
Before the incident (i.e. what led to the incident, any de-escalation techniques used), 
during the incident (i.e. what types of force were employed and why), and after the incident 
(I.e. where the detainee(s) were relocated to and any injuries sustained). 

I (DCO) Detainee Custody Officer Ryan Bromley employed by G4S Care An Justice Services at Brook 
House immigration centre at Gatwick airport. I am in ticket and fully trained in C&R and First aid 
qualified. 

On May the 4 1h 2017 at approximately 17:15 on DWING level 1, myself and DCO 
Mohammad Sheharyar Shaukat were asked by DCM Steve Dix and DCM Michael Yates to 
wait outside the room to which DCM Dix had begun verbal communication with detainee 

D1527 ;following the detainee coming off the first floor netting. At 
approximately 17:23 myself and DCO Shaukat entered the detainees room following 
hearing detaineel.tii6if "'aggressively shouting, upon entering detainee i_.91527 'reached 
for his right pocket while trying to swallow his phone to which he didn't succeed and instead 
he dropped it onto the floor in the room by mistake. Immediately; _D1527 stood up from 
sitting on the bed in an aggressive manor with both fists closed insulting DCM DIX, and 
then reached for the phone for the second time. At this point DCO Shaukat took control on 
detainee : D1527 head while myself took control of his left arm and DCM Michael Yates_._._._ 
took control of his right arm. Onceall_iocks were applied at approximately 17:26 DCM Dix 
applied hand cuffs on detainee: D1527 , As a team we then begun to escort detainee Lp1527j ._._. .__., 

L D1527  DWING level 1 through the wings exit door which lead to the corridor above 
EWING to which was are destination. At_ approximately 17.30 while at the top of the stairs 
DCM Dix verbally explained to detainee i__Digf ! and instructed him how as a team we 
would escort down the stairs with are backs against step by step to which D1527 agreed. 
DCM Dix then took over from DCM Yates with DCO Shaukat taking the role as an anchor to 
protect the team and the safety of detainee i_D1527- - ---_._. ':once at the bottom the stairs at 
approximately 17:32 we begun to escort; D1527 through to EWING room 8 to which he 
complied to a full search once entered at approximately 17:40. 

I believe that the force used was proportionate to the seriousness of the situation. 

This concludes my report. 
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Please draw a circle around the part of the body that you held, supported, controlled or 
applied pressure to during the incident. 
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Front of body Back of body 

CERTIFICATION: (By Officer completing form 

confirm that the details above are 

signed Signature  

correct 

Name (BLOCK CAPITALS). RYAN BROMLEY.. 

Date . 04/05/2017 

*This form must now be passed to the Supervising Officer. 
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